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XML for ASP.NET Developers (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
XML for ASP.NET Developers first gives a solid foundation in the basics of MSXML including XML Syntax, XML Schemas, Xpath, Xlink, Xpointer, and other concepts necessary to leverage the power of XML. After the building blocks of XML are thoroughly covered, Dan guides readers through manipulating XML documents using the Document Object Model (DOM)...

		

JavaScript Programmer's ReferenceApress, 2013

	JavaScript Programmer's Reference is an invaluable resource that won't stray far from your desktop (or your tablet!). It contains detailed information on every JavaScript object and command, and combines that reference with practical examples showcasing how you can use those commands in the real world....


		

Beginning JavaScriptWrox Press, 2015

	The bestselling JavaScript guide, updated with current features and best practices


	Beginning JavaScript 5th Edition shows you how to work effectively with JavaScript frameworks, functions, and modern browsers, and teaches more effective coding practices using HTML5. This new edition has been extensively updated...






		

JavaScript™ by ExamplePrentice Hall, 2003
In JavaScript by Example, Ellie  Quigley teaches JavaScript using the same proven approach that's made her the  world's favorite scripting author and instructor. This book's unique and  classroom-tested learning path contains hundreds of small, easy-to-understand  examples that demonstrate the...


		

PHP and script.aculo.us Web 2.0 Application InterfacesPackt Publishing, 2009
script.aculo.us is a JavaScript library that provides dynamic visual effects, user interface controls, and robust AJAX features. It is to client-side what PHP is to server-side - powerful, simple, complete fun, and above all, a MUST! As developers, we all dream of building applications that users can instantly fall in love with and get...


		

Prototype and script.aculo.us: You Never Knew JavaScript Could Do This!Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2007
Tired of getting swamped in the nitty-gritty of cross-browser, Web 2.0-grade JavaScript? Get back in the game with Prototype and script.aculo.us, two extremely popular JavaScript libraries, that make it a walk in the park. Be it AJAX, drag and drop, auto-completion, advanced visual effects, or many other great features, all you need is write one or...





		

XML and Java: Developing Web ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 1999
XML and Java: Developing Web Applications is a tutorial that will teach Web developers, programmers, and system engineers how to create robust XML business applications for the Internet using the Java technology. The authors, a team of IBM XML experts, introduce the essentials of XML and Java development, from a review of basic concepts to...


		

Building Web Applications with SVG (Developer Reference)Microsoft Press, 2012

	
		Create rich interactivity with Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

	
		Dive into SVG—and build striking, interactive visuals for your web applications. Led by three SVG experts, you’ll learn step-by-step how to use SVG techniques for animation, overlays, and dynamic charts and graphs. Then you’ll put it...



		

Java in a Nutshell, Fourth EditionO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Java just keeps growing, adding features, functionality, complexity, and tempting developers to growl with frustration. The new 1.4 release of Java 2 Standard edition increases the size of the platform by 50%, to 2757 classes in 135 packages. How are you going to figure out what this means for your applications? As always, Java in...







		

Mastering JavaScript High PerformancePackt Publishing, 2015

	Master the art of building, deploying, and optimizing faster web applications with JavaScript


	About This Book

	
		Test and optimize JavaScript code efficiently
	
		Build faster and more proficient JavaScript programs for web browsers and hybrid mobile apps
	
		Step-by-step tutorial...



		

Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
From document type definitions and XQuery to Web services and form development, this book takes you through all of the XML capabilities that companies want to implement today. It not only covers the basics of XML and the XML specification, but also shows you the XML-based applications that are driving the tech industry forward, such as blogging...


		

HTML5 Game Development HotshotPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build interactive games with HTML, DOM, and the CreateJS Game library


	Overview

	
		Create eight different games using HTML5
	
		Learn essential games development techniques, such as game loop, animations, and browser storage
	
		Follow the project-based approach to build games from start...
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